Looking for activities to keep the kids busy in the School Holiday’s?? Well how about a little Mega Fete Holiday Homework?? Here are a few activities to help our Stalls and keep the kids busy at the same time!

Plants & Garden Stall

Garden Sticks
1. Prune Tree Branches to even lengths
2. Using a Vegetable Peeler peel approx 10cm of bark off each Branch
3. With Permanent Marker write various Herbs or Vegetable Names
4. Using Raffia or Twine tie Garden Sticks in Bunches of 4 or 5 Sticks.
5. Return to School and these will be sold on our Plants & Garden Stall

Cake Stall

Biscuit Baskets
1. Using Paper Plates (not plastic) cut and fold plates as shown in diagram.
2. With double sided tape, adhere folds in place.
3. Using Bright Coloured Ribbons or Twine wrap around baskets and tie a bow at front. To keep ribbon/twine in place a small amount of glue to double sided tape may need to be attached.
4. Return Baskets to School to be filled with biscuits and treats by our Cake Stall Ladies!
Craft & Gift Stall

Shrinkie Key Rings

You Need:

- Empty bag of chips (plastic outside, aluminium inside)
- Baking tray x 2 (or oven proof plates)
- Sheets of baking paper x 2 (bigger than the chip bag)
- Towel
- Oven mitts
- Oven
- Round Key Ring

What to do:

1. Preheat your oven to 200 degrees Celsius.
2. Wash your empty chip bag gently with water and dry with a towel. Crumbs make bumps in the shrinkie, so you really want to start with a clean bag.
3. On a baking tray, lay your chip bag flat between two sheets of baking paper. To get a long, flat shrinkie place an oven proof plate or tray on top. If you are after a more scrunched look, do not place the plate/tray weight on top.
4. Place the baking trays in the oven for about 10 minutes. Have an adult check it every 2 minutes.
5. Have an adult take the tray out of the oven and let it cool. Slowly peel the baking paper apart to reveal your new chip bag shrinkie.
6. Have an adult drill a hole in the corner to make it into a funky key chain.

Return to School for use on our Craft & Gift Stall
Craft & Gift Stall

Ribbon Wands

You Need:

- Hooks (Screw Eyes – circle screws)
- Pieces of Dowel (1/4 inch x 12 inch lengths)
- Paint / Glitter
- Coloured Ribbons
- Hot Glue Gun
- Craft bells (optional)

What to do:

1. Firstly screw Hook securely into one end of dowel
2. Paint Wand in a bright colour – you can also sprinkle with glitter whilst wet for a ‘fairy’ effect. Allow to dry!
3. Cut ribbon pieces to 13 inch lengths
4. Once Wands are dry – tie firmly 5 – 6 pieces of ribbon individually onto Hook.
5. With Hot Glue Gun place a spot of glue of knots and place Craft Bell to hide knots. If you choose not to use bells – still place a ‘dob’ of hot glue of each know so that don’t untie.
6. Finally, ask an Adult to lightly wave a match or lighter flame near bottom of each ribbon so it slightly singes. This will stop ribbon from fraying.
7. Return to School so our lovely Craft and Gift Mums can include on our Craft & Gift Stall!
Lolly Stall

Fruit Loop Jewellery

You Need:

- Food Handling Gloves
- Box Fruit Loop Cereal
- Twine or Jewellery String
- Darning Needle (optional)
- Sealable Plastic Bag

What to do:

1. Ensure you are wearing Food Handling Gloves and your work space has been thoroughly cleaned.
2. Cut a piece of Twine or Jewellery String long enough to make a necklace or bracelet.
3. Thread needle with String/Twine and proceed to thread mixed coloured Fruit Loops until you have sufficient pieces to make an edible piece of Jewellery.
4. Have an adult tie the String/Twine securely to ensure that it doesn’t unfasten.
5. Place in a sealed plastic bag to contain Fruit Loop Freshness.
6. **Return these bright coloured Edible pieces of Jewellery for our Lolly Stall Ladies**

Lolly Stall

Lollypop Butterflies

You Need:

- Coloured Paper/Cardboard
- Lollipops / Chuppa Chups
- Googly Eyes
- Glue
- Variety of Stickers or punched out shapes OR coloured pencils/textas.

What to do:

1. Draw a butterfly shape on the paper/cardboard and cut out with scissors
2. Make 2 slits in middle of butterfly to thread Lollypop into.
3. Glue to googly eyes onto Lollypop.
4. Using Stickers or pencils etc, decorate butterfly wings in a colourful design!
5. **When you return these to School our Lolly Stall Ladies will be so excited!**
Farmers Market

Toilet Roll Bird Feeder *(note NOT for Peanut Allergies)*

You Need:

- Food Handling Gloves
- Toilet Roll Tubes
- Peanut Butter
- Bird Seed
- Coloured Ribbon / Twine

What to do:
1. Spread Peanut Butter over Toilet Roll Tubes
2. Roll coated Toilet Roll Tubes into tray of Bird Seed
3. Thread Ribbon / Twine through Tube and tie so it can be hang from a Tree
4. Place in Sealed Plastic Bag
5. Return these unique Bird Feeders to School so Miss Brown & her Farmers Market Parents can sell!

Cosmic Suncatcher

You Need:

- White Glue / PVA Glue
- Food Colouring
- Toothpicks
- Plastic Lids (from tubs of yogurt, sour cream, takeaway food containers)
- Hole Punch
- String

What to do:
1. Pour a generous amount of glue into one of your plastic lids and swish it around to cover the entire inner surface.
2. Put one or two drops of each colour of food coloring around the glue.
3. Using a toothpick swirl the colours around in the glue. Stop swirling before the colors get too combined or the final result will be muddy and brown.
4. Let dry. As the colours settle they will continue to expand and create a dyed psychedelic effect. Depending on how much glue you used, the suncatcher will take one to three days to fully dry. You will know it’s ready when the edges start to peel off the lid.
5. When fully dry, peel the suncatcher off the lid, punch a hole through the top, add a string, and it’s ready to hang!
6. Return these to School as Miss Brown and her Farmers Market Parents will enjoy having them on display for visitors to buy!
Kids Competitions

Loom Band Competition
We have a few fun and creative Competitions to run this year – we can’t tell you all our secrets right now – but here’s one to get you started!

If you love Loom Bands why not start creating something fantastic for our Loom Band Creation Competition. There is no limit to your imagination or how many bands you can use. So why not checkout YouTube (ask your parents first!) and see what patterns & designs you can do! It could be a bracelet, keyring, farm animal EVEN a pencil holder!

When School returns there will be Competition Forms sent home.
Simply fill out as many entries as you like and return your creations for Judging and Display on Mega Fete Day!

Each entry costs $2.00. Prizes will be awarded!

Mega Fete Poster
Feel like being creative and at the same time promoting our Mega Fete around our School? Then simply download our Mega Fete Colouring Poster and show us what you expect to SEE OR DO at our Mega Fete!

Once back at School in February, return your Posters to the Office and you will see YOUR Poster on display around our School!

Badge Making
Our Badge Making Stall would love your help! They need some bright and colourful pictures for their Badges, they also require many circles cut out so children can place their own designs or stickers on them and make into badges at the Fete.

If you could help by either colouring in our Templates / Pictures then cutting them neatly out that would be FANTASTIC! You will just need to click on our links: ‘Badges with Pictures’ or ‘Plain Badges’ to access the pages!

Then please return them in a plastic zip lock bag to School for our Badge Making Team!